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Your editor has been quite busy recently, and finding time
to complete all jobs has not been as easy as usual: despite
the unwavering support of Sharon who, being a model
builder herself (and having a BMFA trophy, of her own,
somewhere) understands what is required.

One way of cutting a few hours off the pleasant task of
preparing this magazine has been to learn, at long last, how
to scan your contributions straight onto the page rather than
copy everything out. This sacrifices consistency of font and
will make some pages look rather like earlier issues of SAM
Speaks, but it also reduces my dependence on Vallium and
Hemlock, which began during those two appalling weeks
of bad weather when I was calling you all out for the
P.A.C.T Challenge. I hope that in this issue Mr Lea and Mr.
Waterland in particular will be tolerant of my new approach.

On a far more serious matter, I am sure all PMFC
members will join me in passing on our best wishes to our
good friend Andrew Boddington as he comes to terms with
his loss.

Cover: So, what kind of model are you flying, Bert?
Asks Dave, at Buckminster

Since I have to prioritise
Aeromodeller after the
Nats, the reports from
Barkston will be held over
to the next issue. More,
better, but just a bit later.
Your contribution would
be welcomed.



PAGE THREE MODELS

...…...…………The ideal introductions to f/f contests

1) “Sweet Pea.”
Designed by Spencer Willis in two sizes, 20” and 30” these models can be built from

plan, bought complete (with motor and box) from Spencer, or, as a kind of halfway
house, Spencer could provide a complete rolled tube fuselage to which we add our own
flying surfaces. He can also add a lightweight clockwork d/t to the P30.

2) Cloud Tramp

AND IN NEITHER CASE DO YOU HAVE
TO CARVE A PROPELLOR!

Excellent kits for $12 each from volareproducts.com for $12 plus postage, but ask
Brian Lever before building one. The CT is a tool to do a job: to gain seconds in the
air in competition. Wind without worrying about breaking a fuselage, repair easily and,
if like me you have a phobia about tissue covering: there isn’t any! Make sure, however,
that you read Andy Sephton’s article in PMFC magazine December 2015 “Getting the
best from a Cloud Tramp.” It’s on our website if you have temporarily mislaid your
copy. SAM 35 (that’s me again,) will be promoting CT’s at the PACT Challenge,
Buckminster and North Luffenham (next year’s “Brumfly”) and there is a class for
them at our Flying Aces and in our club comps so if you build a couple, they will get
plenty of use.
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Clubnight, February 2017
“ANYTHING BUT SCALE”

First exhibitor in this “Anything but Scale” display was Dave Leeding with this
uncovered West Wings Sea Fury. (Which shows just how perverse PMFC members
can be.) Crutch-built job had been stored for some time, but now David has adopted
a “tentative approach” to completing it. Understandably so, as it is clearly a
“builder’s model.” Uncertain what to cover it in…postcards only, please.

First sight of what threat-
ens to be a plague of Veron
Bee Bugs this Summer. De-
signed in 1949 by Phil Smith
“on a bad day” it contains
“terrible design faults”
(tank and bearers impinge
upon leading edge, & that’s
just the begin- ning.) Have
you SEEN the plan? So bad,
it’s good: result is an
endearing mod- el, many of
which we shall see at the
Mayfly Old War- den event.

(See also page 15)



Following a crawl through the
loft, Mick Taylor came up with
this Luciano Compostella de-
sign “Kamacc.” In his hands it
won 31 out of 38 contests, in-
cluding Classic F2B at “Wings
in Portugal.” It has also won
contemporary F2B events so
there is much that is right about
it. Motor thrust line, wing and
tail are arranged in a straight
line.)Now using an O.S.46, and
recovered with tis- sue over
Polyester, uses 65’ lines.

My electric radio K.K.Rover (A Louis A. Heath design.) Motor is a
tight fit in nose to retain the accurate shape. We now have three of this
design in the club, as John Thornburn has two, f/f and r/c. In the
background is the reduced size 36” hi-start Corsair. What do all three
models on this page have in common? They are all covered in tissue
over Polyester. It’s the only way!
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CLUBNIGHT, 24th March.

Rocket motors

No sooner had we announced Brian Lever’s
proposed talk on Jetex and associated motors
than Roger Simmons himself, probably the
world expert on the subject, reacted smartly
and offered to add his undoubted intellectual
weight to the presentation. You had to be
there! I can offer only a few disjointed ex-
cerpts from the evening, which captivated not
only the PMFC regulars but also visitors from
PARCS.
Roger is the author of www.jetex.org, which
provides a comprehensive history of this
branch of the pursuit, and which, shortly after
the war, threatened (at least in its pub- licity)
to supplant rubber power for small models.
Brian began the evening with a reminiscence: as an incentive for passing the 11 plus,

a prize “up to £1” was on offer. His choice? A Jetex 50B and augmenter tube. That
accounted for 9/11. [That’s a price, not an ominous date.] Ambitiously, the model was
to be a Skyleada Vulcan, made by his father on an upturned tea tray. Duly warned that
“the model can fly a quarter of a mile” a large space was chosen, although the first
flight described what BVW has called “a vertical nine.” In fact the model was to survive
for about a year.

(I remember that similar adven-
tures were happening in Maid-
stone, where the Hawker Hunter
was favourite design. I also recall
that my attempt to run a 50B in my
bedroom was followed by a pow-
erfully delivered crash course in
interior decorating!)

In fact, the “50” size was not the
first to be produced, but they
matched the model sizes used in the
K.K. And Veron Flying Scale
series for which jet companions
were marketed. But Skyleada, says
Brian, made better kits.
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Roger’s “Sharky”. Original
alloy ribbed motor “still going
well.”

The peak years for Jetex were
1948 to 1956. Air mindedness
was still current, and jets were
the way to go.
The later “Jet-x” appeared in

several sizes, but were handi-
capped by the
fuel compound (due to health and cost restraints.) Remember the “Powermax 200?”

Use up to three pellets, it said, but never use four. So the Brians , having fitted one to
a K.K. Polaris, put in four. Went like a b. out of h. Until the last pellet kicked in. The
resulting acceleration broke up the model…”but the motor flew well, and was easy to
retrieve due to the smoke coming of of the grass.”

A more recent Fizzwhizz,
now fitted with one of the
one-shot Rapier motors.
BML uses genuine Jetex
fuse, but don’t ask, it’s not
available. Sub fin to avoid
being blanked off during
the climb (to avoid being
set on fire, more like!)

Also with a Rapier mounted
above the nose, this model is
believed to be a Snowflake.
Tiny subfin.
Rapiers are between 80p and
£1 each: so it pays to be good
at trimming, as every failed
attempt costs!



Left: K.K. Mig-15: recommended
design by Brian Lever for jet scale.
See them at Flying Aces!

Below: as well as the Vintage Mod-
el Company range and Brankits, the
Aerographics range is appearing
again on the SAMs website: the
wonder of modern aeromodelling is
that almost everything that was once
available, can be found again.
(Apart from Jetex fuel & fuse.)

Right: the model that gave Roger
“the best flight I ever had.” Fitted
with a PAAloader, when the fourth
pellet kicked in….wow!

These notes are a rather pale reflection of
the evening: it was an example of the de-
gree of expertise that PMFC can command.
Many thanks to Brian and Roger.
More next Winter, when clubnights will be

fortnightly, and planned further in advance.

See SAM Yearbook 15 for these profile
jobs. Roger can provide kits, with colour
printed wood, for these Veron designs.
(Comps for these, too, at Flying Aces.)
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Two go to Barton
…dictated to BVW by BL on the journey home.
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…the season begins…

Third Area, North Luffenham, 26th Feb.
Bert’s Senator,

blindfolded and
tethered: Scored
well in SAM
35’s “March
Wynde.” Last
seen well knit-
ted into an ivy-
covered tree
somewhere in
Rutland.

After two Area Events were
largely lost to weather, there was
a better turnout on 26th March,
where the BMFA events were
augmented by the first SAM 35
“Area Postal.” Right: Terry Bai-
ley had a busy day, using a “Last
Resort” in combined rub- ber,
then a “Gollywock” in the
“Wynde.”

Left: Surely, Pee Gee, you’re
not going to forget a thing
like that!



Club Free Flight Contest. Round One.
7th April date

What’s this? Perfect weather for a club contest! This time last year nobody flew
because the wind was so strong!

So, an excellent turnout, 25 entries, close competition, excellent atmosphere.
Best contest of the day was undoubtedly the P20 rubber event: because of, or
despite, the recent rule change which slightly weighted the “Sweet Pea” jobs and
encouraged cabin rubber models, which have no restriction other than span and
motor weight. Nine entries in this class, high scores throughout, & Mick Page did
not win. What more could we ask?

Best Flight of the Day, however, was that of a small HLG, by the talented
Jonathon Whitmore. Around 90 seconds o.o.s. And he had not declared it a contest
flight! But he didn’t complain….

Tony Johnson
winds a Veron-
nite No. 2. Gra-
ham Gostick
prepares his
Sweet Pea,
John Brown
tries to remem-
ber what he was
going to do next.

P20:
1) Peter Adams 150 plus 52 fly off.
2) Rod Brigginshaw 150
3) Mick Page 149
4) Tony Johnson 147
5) Brian Lever (“Pussycat”) 138
6) Graham Gostick 137
7) Bert Whitehead (“Manic Depressant”)*
8) Dave Clark 121
9) Brian Waterland 104

* aka “Dutch Roll Special”

This P20 class has the mak-
ings of an excellent contest
this year. Hopefully it will not
be decided by who is pre-
pared to take risks by flying
in bad weather: we score “best
four out of five” to allow for
one dropped event.
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Chairman Brian winds Cloud Tramp. Flew in three events, on a busy afternoon.

Other results:
Cloud Tramp:
1) John Brown 147
2) Dave Rumball 134
3) Brian Lever 132
4) Bert Whitehead 108
5) Dave Clark 107

HLG/Cat:
1) Peter Gibbons 121
2) Dave Clark 113
3) Jon Whitmore 110
4) Bert Whitehead 15

Glider:
1) J Ashmole 96
2) Brian Lever 89
3) Brian Waterland 83
4) Dave Clark 80
5) Dave Rumball 73
6) Bert Whitehead 44
7) Martin Skinner 41

I’ve just realised that Bert
Whitehead and Dave Clark have
entered all four of the events
flown (no comers for E20 this
time.) Perhaps we should create
a Victor Ludorum award. After
all, anyone could win if they only
concentrate on one event…
Ahem!12



From our Correspondent:

Northern Gala, North Luffenham, Good Friday

Once again a very good turnout from our club with nine helping or flying,
in very difficult conditions: high winds, cloud, and cold.

Mini Vintage: (3 flights X 120 sec max.)

Peter Adams and Peter Gibbons both flew in this event, both models were
“Scrams”, a plan available from club member John Brown for only £1.50.
They flew really well in the wind. This contest attracted 10 entries* with P
Gibbons 4th (4m 50sec) and P Adams 6th (4.21)

Bert Whitehead was also there and flew in this event with his Senator: a
superb first flight maxed but was lost downwind, later spotted up a tree too
high to get back to continue in the event.
In Combined Rubber Terry Bailey, using “Last Resort,” flew two flights

before damage to the fuselage.
In the well supported P30 class, Mick Page lost his model after two maxes

and tried hard to get his reserve to fly for the last flight but the wind blew it
in for a no score.
Hence: M Page 4th, P Adams 5th, P Gibbons 6th. Mick was flying a Spencer
Willis “Sweet Pea.” (See page three.)

MP arrived late to Brumfly, but just in time for their excellent buffet!
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Club F/F Contest,
Round Two, May 2nd.

Cold, blustery: that’s more like the conditions we are used to:

1)
Bernie Nichols Trophy:
Conditions improved a little just after 7pm, when the ballot was drawn for

running order of this precision event, round one of three. Target time was
35 seconds, two flights each. Scores given are the aggregate deviation from
target.
1st B Lever, 8. 2nd M Page, 12. 3rd D Rumball, 13, 4th J Brown,28, 5th D

Clark 33, 6th R Brigginshaw 36.

Smile, Mick, you’re
on camera. Mick is
current holder of the
BNT with a P20.
Next year we’ll make

it cabin models only,
so he’ll have to build
a proper model.

There were clearly de-
fined patches of lift, fol-
lowed by turbulence and
sink: unlike the normal-
ly more consistent con-
ditions that we are used
to at Ferry. At least it
provided a useful supply
of excuses!

Results:
P20

1) M Page                   120
2) R Brigginshaw   72

Cloud Tramp
1) B Lever     11 6
2) D Rumball   108
3) J Brown    93
4) D Clark                    92

HLG/Cat
1. P Gibbons 96
2. J Whitmore 85
3. D Clark        75
4. B Lever        52

Glider:
5. Dave Clark 92
6. B Lever       90
7. J Ashmole 74
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BML writes:

The first Bee Bug Bash was a
huge success with 12 Bee Bugs
on the field at Old Warden on the
Sunday of “Mayfly.”
The Dave Clark entry was pow-

ered by a fabulous AM10 which
shot his model round on 40’ lines
at a huge rate of knots.
Dave came a very close second

on the day having competed in
Concours, Precision, Speed, team
Race and Stunt. Huge con-
gratulations are due to Dave.
The event is a cumulative one

with points being added up over
the season to finish at Old War-
den in September when the Bee-
Bug Bash Cup will be presented.
Next competition Middle Wal-

lop. 8th June, followed by SAM
35 at Buckminster in August.

Brian’s  multifunctioning Bee Bug Bonanza

A quintet of apis bestiolae, captured by entomologist Dave Leeding.

Norman Britain being presented with his
Nipper Speed certificate
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……….. Many thanks to Bryan Lea for the above report.

Bryan also points out that the flight of Peter Smart’s Lancaster can be found on
Youtube.com under UK Indoor Nationals 2015.”

Suppressing that
Morning After
Feeling, our
Chairman looks
justifiably
pleased, survey-
ing his entries: the
Fo*m Kirby,
The Jodel and the
amazingly light
but yet to be
trimmed Harvard.

Seventh in static was no
mean achievement for Bryan
Lea so the Aerographs Mono-
coupe is a good choice, pro-
vided you remember to
R.T.F.R. Before you begin.
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The Peterborough/Auckland Cloud Tramp Challenge

On Friday morning, May 19th 2017 at just after seven, Team Manager John Ashmole
lurched out of bed and saw the colour blue outside his bedroom window. What relief!
Then the colour growled and lurched away: it was a lorry passing through the village.
A weather front, all wind and rain, dominated the view as it moved so slowly eastwards,
but the die had been cast, the lads had been “called out” and this, the much-delayed
final day of the appointed four week contest period had come. Who would be so foolish
as to rely on the climate of an English May?

It had all seemed so easy when, using his best “Henry the Fifth before Agincourt”
voice he had introduced the challenge and elicited a rousing cheer at the AGM that
Winter. Plenty of enthusiasm, then, from the Cloud Tramp flyers of PMFC, who were
subsequently to build and trim further models especially for THE DAY.

He looked again at the poster-style Challenge that had been sent to New Zealand:

(With a respectful nod to “The Cricket Match” by Hugh de Selincourt, one of the nicest books ev-
er written on English sport.)

By now, of course, the Aucklanders will
have made their flights: an image of warm
air wafting across a spacious pad- dock as
their models wound their way into
welcoming thermals (presumably in the
opposite direction to ours:) of the relaxed
scoring of max after max, and Antipodean
chuckles at the vain strivings of those in
the other Hemisphere.

Back in the real world, he sent out a
sardonic message to members saying that
the weather would improve by afternoon.
One wrote back saying it wouldn’t. An-
other wrote to point out a spelling mis-
take in the original message.

The car splashed westwards, against the oncoming rain. Is the horizon ahead get-
ting lighter? Nope! But to their great credit, nobody had suggested calling this thing
off.

The windscreen wipers, which had been a blur for much of the journey, clocked off
upon entering Leicestershire, their work done for the day. Arrival at the new Nation-
al Flying Centre revealed a dozen folk relaxing in the display barn, awaiting orders.
Manny Williamson, BMFA Development Officer and prime mover in the very im-
pressive improvements being made to this one-time riding establishment came over
to show his support (and collect fees.) Then to the new hard-standing car park (grass
far too wet after 40 hours of downpour) and out onto the field of battle.



A pep-talk was needed: that’s what Team Managers do. But it’s hard to think of
unpleasant things to say about New Zealanders. Ah, I know! Revenge for the All
Blacks! (Good response.) Revenge for those tedious hours watching Brokenwood
(Cheers.) Revenge for grossly over- dramatizing Tolkein. (Uncertain response to that
one.)

Ominously aware of the many tons of water held in suspension above their heads,
our heroes made their way, avoiding the brown earth of newly-sown future R/C
runways, to the upwind part of the field (near the c/l circles.) Bert, who couldn’t stay
long, began with a 48, which was encouraging for all, but sadly not the 50 seconds
needed for a max. He was to continue with a trio of similar scores. “Pee Gee” grew
into the game, beginning with a 21 before more that doubling that in the remaining
four. He has “discovered” Cloud Tramp, so we shall see much more of him in this
arena. John Brown, as consistent a CT’er as one is likely to find (in either hemi-
sphere) calmly reeled off flights in the 40’s or 50’s, just one of which, easily found,
made its way over the high hedge and out of the field. Dave Leeding…oh, no, I’ll
leave him to last. It was raincoats on most of the time, wind direction veering, and
that kind of drizzle that is ignored until you discover that you’re actually quite wet.
Dave Clark, all smiles (probably for the camera) had a great time (he has a go at just
about everything) but did not trouble the scorer unduly. Some models were getting
away strongly, but if the motor did not pull them to a reasonable height, the CT’s were
very susceptible to a disruptive swirl of air.
John Coleman had a whale of a time, delighted with a 48, although could not

subsequently match that. Dave Rumball climbed the scoreboard from a modest start
to the heights of two maxes and a 48.

Gradually a picture was emerging: nobody apart from Andy was likely to max out.
Acting in ignorance of the Auckland score, no-one was thinking of winning the
contest, weather conditions had put paid to that, but the pressure was increasing as
each person’s final flights approached. Andy Sephton, using huge motors, innumer-
able turns not to mention buckets of experience, had cleared the hurdle easily four
times but proved himself human with a final flight of 46. (Prop split at root.)

And then there was Dave Leeding. Memo to Dave: that field is 43 acres. The tiny
duckpond is a tenth of one acre. But you landed in the middle of it. Just you, Dave,
nobody else! He rampaged across the field, looking very like King Lear in the storm
scene but not quite as mad. After some shady work in the back of his car, Dave
reappeared to produce some 30’s , then a 45 and finally, with a great effort, a max.
He had pushed Peter Gibbons off the “Top Five” whose scores would be counted for
the Challenge.
All present had thoroughly enjoyed themselves: if times count, then a good time was

had, and that was the purpose of it all. Next year? Oh, yes!
It was about this time, the final flights done and scored, that someone noticed the

sky was clearing: a patch of blue (lorry coloured) no bigger than a man’s hand.
Winding rigs were dismantled, wheeled trolleys loaded for the walk back to the cars,
and from above came the invisible chirruping of skylarks to mock our endeavours.
Slowly the field emptied, gossiping groups broke up and straggled away, the colour

went out of the sky, and night descended peacefully on the field of Buckminster.
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MONET
“Still life with water lilies and Cloud Tramp”

….Louvre.

The Team:
Andy Sephton 246
John Brown 237
Dave Rumball 223
Bert Whitehead 211
Dave Leeding 204

Aggregate score…….1121

They also flew…

Peter Gibbons 200
John Coleman  153
Dave Clark 115

MANY thanks to all, who waited
patiently for a suitable day, and risked
the conditions to fly.

The result:

1) Auckland 1242

2) PMFC 1121

Congratulations to our
friends in Auckland, and
thank you for accepting
our challenge!
(A fuller breakdown of both

teams’ scores appears n the PMFC
website.)

AND WE’LL DO IT ALL
AGAIN NEXT YEAR!
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Engineer Waterland just wants us to do things properly!



Correspondence:

Carrot toppings:
Thanks to Dave Clark for all his help with my radio controlled aircraft and

obtaining a fine transmitter to operate the plane . Also an RDT system where
he has put all the bits together and helped me design my unit so as to fit into
several models, although as yet untried. I am building a couple of fuselages so
that it can be fitted into either.

Good to se Ian Middlemiss on the mend and helping at the first club comp at
Ferry: it isn’t the same without him.
On the subject of the first comp, good to see 18 club members compete in the

various comps: many thanks to John Ashmole for running the event like
clockwork: Brilliant! Can we get the entries up to around 30? That would be
very nice. These comps are really enjoyable, more so now that SAM 35 comps
are starting to gain ground also thanks to John Ashmole’s hard work.

…that’s it, back to the shed…

Peter Gibbons.
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I.T.M.A.

–-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Many thanks to our
contributors, without
whom….zzz zzz

H.Q:

PMFC
And
SAM 35

Flags in
Harmony

Mick Page
photos



Diary
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N.B. Please refer to the Club Calendar on
the website for more detailed, and more up
to date information.

June 5 Club C/L
June 25 5th Area and SAM 35 “Summerglide”
July 3  Club C/L
July 4 Club Free Flight plus BNT.

July 16   6th Area and SAM 35 “Summerglide.”
July 22/23   Old Warden Scale Weekend.
July 31 Club C/L
Aug 2/3  SAM 5 Fly-In, Buckminster
Aug 5     Grant “MIMLOCT” 5pm.
Aug 26 to 28 Nationals, Barkston.

Sept 3  FLYING ACES. Sept
11 Club C/L
Sept 12 Club Free Flight Finals, Ferry.
Sept 17 7th Area and SAM 35 P30.
Sept 23/24 Old Warden (Rubber Bowden on the 24th)
Oct 15 8th Area and SAM 35 P30
Oct 23  Club C/L
Oct 28 Midland Gala (Luffenham)

NB (1)There is no club f/f in August, due to the large
number of civilians on the field at that time.

NB (2) Please confirm events before travelling


